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Abstract

In recent years, we have witnessed a blossoming of research
proposals addressing the challenges in reasoning about ac-
tion and change in domains that include an agent operating
in a multi-agent setting. In particular, the recent emphasis has
been on dealing with domains that involve agents reasoning
not only about the state of the world but also about the knowl-
edge and beliefs of other agents. An open challenge is the
management of conflicting and incorrect beliefs. This paper
seeks to introduce a solution to this through the use of dox-
astic attitudes. Built on top of the action language mA+, we
extend the transition functions of an agent to include this idea
of attitudes and showcase how these work in two different
examples.

Introduction & Motivation

Reasoning about action and change has long been a field of
study; more recently, a push towards reasoning about multi-
agent actions has been studied. In particular, researchers
have emphasized the importance of reasoning about beliefs
and knowledge of agents and the impact that epistemic ac-
tions have on them. However, in many of these cases of be-
lief reasoning, either the system is developed from the per-
spective of a single agent in the system or it is not robust
enough to handle beliefs that conflict or might be false. This
is illustrated in the following example:

Light in the Room Example: There are two agents A
and B. Agents A and B are in Room2. In Room2, there
is a light switch. The switch turns the light on or off
for that room. The light cannot be seen from a different
Room1. An agent can look at the light to determine if it
is on or not. Agents can announce to a room if the light
is on or off.
Agent A believes the light is on, after seeing Room2.
It then moves to Room1. After some time in Room1,
Agent B enters Room1 and announces that the light in
Room2 is off. Agent A now has an invalid belief (light
on in Room2) that will need to be repaired.

To the best of our knowledge, no current epistemic plan-
ner has the ability to change the context in which beliefs
are reasoned upon during the reasoning process (Baral et al.
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2017; Wan et al. 2015). That is, no contextual beliefs would
modify an agent’s reasoning to change its belief in the mo-
ment.

This paper will introduce the concept of doxastic attitudes
to help represent this idea of changing beliefs over time and
to address issues of false or conflicting beliefs. We intro-
duce some relevant background of Kripke Structures and the
action language mA+ which we build on, then we define
the concept of Doxastic Attitudes. These are then utilized to
modify mA+ to handle attitudes, with intuitions of the tran-
sition functions given. We introduce both dynamic and static
versions of doxastic attitudes. Finally, we work through two
different examples to showcase how the attitudes function.

Background

Kripke Structures

A Kripke structure is a formalism commonly used to capture
the possible-world semantics for Logic involving epistemic
or doxastic operations (Ditmarsch, van der Hoek, and Kooi
2007; Fagin et al. 1995). Given a countable set of proposi-
tions P and a finite set of agents A, a Kripke structure is a
structure M = 〈S,RA, V P 〉, where:

• S is a set of states

• RA is a function ∀a ∈ A where RA(a) ⊆ S × S

• V P : P → 2S is a valuation function, where ∀p ∈ P ,
V P (p) ⊆ S is the set of states in which the proposition p
is true.

In this structure, each state in S is a possible world of our
domain. The function RA then maps equivalence between
possible worlds for each agent. That is, if an agent has a re-
lation between states s and t, then that agent cannot discern
between those two possible worlds.

Additionally, a pointed Kripke Structure (M, s) is com-
posed of a Kripke structure, M , and a distinguished state
s ∈ S—typically representing the “real” state of the world.
It is common to express entailment of the truth of an epis-
temic formula w.r.t. a pointed Kripke structure—where an
epistemic formula is built using propositions from P , propo-
sitional connectives, and the operator Ka for any a ∈ A. The
following rules intuitively capture such notion of entailment,
where p, q ∈ P, s, t ∈ S and a ∈ A (Ditmarsch, van der
Hoek, and Kooi 2007; Fagin et al. 1995):
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• (M, s) |= p iff s ∈ V (p),
• (M, s) |= (ϕ ∧ ψ) iff (M, s) |= ϕ and (M, s) |= ψ,
• (M, s) |= ¬ϕ iff (M, s) 	|= ϕ,
• (M, s) |= Ka(ϕ) iff ∀(s, t) ∈ RA(a).(M, t) |= ϕ.

The last operator Ka(ϕ) indicates that agent a knows ϕ
while in state s of model M . At this point, we use this def-
inition interchangeably with belief (represented as Ba(ϕ))
due to the fact that we do not actually check if (M, s) |= ϕ.
We utilize the BAϕ operator further in the paper to repre-
sent ‘Agent A believes ϕ’ and use the definition above for
its connotation with pointed Kripke Structures. A final note
about the Ba operator is that it can be nested to discuss other
agents beliefs, such as BaBbon which is “Agent A believes
Agent B believes on”.

Action Language mA+
In this section we briefly summarize the structure of the ac-
tion language mA+ (Baral et al. 2015), used to describe
the capabilities of agents operating in a multi-agent setting.
mA+ builds on a signature 〈AG,F ,A〉, where AG is a set
of agents, F is a set of fluents, and A is a set of actions.

An action theory in mA+ is composed of a set of axioms,
describing the capabilities of the agents. The syntax for the
basic actions of mA+ is as follows:
• executable a if ψ

describes the fact that the property ψ (an epistemic for-
mula) is a pre-condition for the action a.

• a causes Φ if ψ
describes the world-changing effects of action a—it
causes a set of fluents Φ to become true if ψ currently
holds.

• a determines p if ψ
describes a sensing action a; it will determine the value of
the fluent p if ψ currently holds.

• a announces � if ψ
describes an announcement action a; it declares that the
fluent literal � is true to the other agents if ψ currently
holds.

In addition to these action types, it is important to know the
awareness of an agent. If an agent is aware of an action being
performed, that it will change its knowledge. To keep track
of this, mA+ uses the idea of observations:
• X observes a if ϕ

where X is a set of agents. An agent in X either observes
or is aware of action a when the conditions ϕ are met.
Aside from this state of awareness, there is also the obliv-
ious state—which holds when an agent has no awareness or
notion that an action or its effects have occurred. Its impor-
tant to note that these different observation states allow for
the delineation between full “announcements” and group or
even secret announcements to various agents. If an agent is
not observing or aware of an announcement, then it will not
receive that “broadcast.” Note that there is an intermediate
level of observability (see (Baral et al. 2015) for details)—
where agents are only partially aware of execution of an ac-
tion (i.e., they see an action being performed but are unaware

of the outcome). For the sake of simplicity, we omit this in-
termediate level of observability in this work.

The semantics of the action language can be described
as the composition of separate transition functions, each de-
scribing the behavior of a different type of action. All tran-
sition functions are concerned with ‘How do we transition
from our current state, to this new state given we performed
action a?’. To represent states, mA+ uses pointed Kripke
structures (M, s) as defined above.

For mA+ transitions, we provide only an intuition—the
reader can find the complete details in (Baral et al. 2015).
There are two facets to each action transition, agents who are
aware of the action and agents who are oblivious. Intuitively,
the world-changing actions are the simplest to describe. If
the action is performed and observed, then something in the
world changes—we go to a new state s′. Likewise, if an
observed announcement happens, some relations are modi-
fied based on the announced literals. These would be part of
the (M ′, s′) structure in Fig. 1 on the right side. Oblivious
agents still believe what was before, both about themselves,
the state they are in, and the other agents. To do this, we cre-
ate a mirror replica of our pointed Kripke Structure. This is
a snapshot the oblivious agent stays in and where its reach
lives. This can be seen as the (M, s) structure in Fig. 1 on the
right side. The changed state s′ of a world changing action
or the changed relations of an announced action take place
in the non-replica section—then we go through and change
all the relations for oblivious agents to point to the mirrored
replica (see Fig. 1 for an intuition).

Ms
(M,s)

M’s’

Ms
action

a

} observant
agents

}oblivious
agents

Figure 1: Observability and Action Execution

Doxastic Attitudes

If we are to discuss false beliefs or conflicting beliefs, we
will have to ask the question: “How will the agents decide
what to do about their current conflict?”. One answer to this,
is the use of attitudes towards beliefs.

Attitudes, or more appropriately propositional attitudes,
have been used for sometime (Searle 1983) to convey when
a change in belief may occur. When talking about beliefs di-
rectly, these can be referred to as doxastic attitudes. (Peels
2010) identifies three different results an attitude can pro-
duce:
• disbelief: The attitude leads towards the disbelief of what-

ever was incoming.
• belief: The attitude leads toward believing whatever was

incoming.
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• suspension of belief: The attitude leads toward removing
any belief (for or against) whatever was incoming.

This facet of ‘incoming’ though, leads towards how attitudes
can be categorized or triggered. (Steup 2000) discusses three
situations in which an attitude might be attached and have an
effect:
• unjustified: there is no previous belief or knowledge or

any circumstantial beliefs about this.
• conflicting evidence: there is a belief or knowledge which

does not agree with this.
• perceptual evidence: there is knowledge (from sensory in-

formation) that is relevant to what is incoming.
These three revolve heavily around the idea of justification
and/or evidence towards beliefs. This is a large part of philo-
sophical conversations about knowledge and belief (Feld-
man 2009; Baltag, Fiutek, and Smets 2016).

While these facets of attitudes are useful to this conversa-
tion, some parts are less so. There have been many papers
linking attitudes with intention. Which is to say that many
attitudes can be forward-thinking; such as “hoping” or ”de-
siring” something for the future. This focus on future ac-
tion does not play as large a role in the current pursuit of
this paper due to the modelling of the action theory and its
possible-world belief space where actions do not inherently
exist. Actions are instead what takes us from one pointed
Kripke Structure to the next. To this end, some logical mod-
els have used Aumann Structures and event-based modelling
(Cohen and Levesque 1990) to express intentionality or at-
titudes. However, this loses the granularity of reasoning and
possible-world mentality that is so useful through Kripke
Structures.

While not looked favorably by some in the past (Ikuenobe
2001), dogmatic attitudes can be a source for easy test-
ing in our case. In this sense, dogmatic is the ”Always...”
or “Never... ” type statements where no context is really
needed. An example of this can be seen by credulous agents,
“I’ll believe everything that is told to me.”

Some other examples in the context of multi-agent doxas-
tic attitudes could be as follows:
• Agent A will suspend belief on the light if the announce-

ment of the light from agent B contradicts its held beliefs.
• Agent A will believe an announcement on the light from

Agent B if and only if it validates their already held be-
liefs.

• Agent A will always believe they move rooms when they
move rooms.

• Agent A will disbelieve agent C’s announcement of the
coin being heads if they believe Agent B believes it to be
tails.

Multi-agent Action Language with Doxastic

Attitudes

Syntax for Dynamic Doxastic Attitudes

Using the template of mA+, we can modify the use of
observations to the following rules:

X observes and suspends a if ϕ
X observes and believes a if ϕ

X observes and disbelieves a if ϕ

where X is an agent, a is an action, and ϕ is an executability
condition.

Examples:

• A observes and suspends announceLightB if
(RmA ∧RmB) ∨ (¬RmA ∧ ¬RmB) ∧BA¬on
This would read, “Agent A observes and suspends belief
of announceLight from agent B if they are in the same
room and Agent A believes the light to be off .”

• A observes and believes announceLightB if (RmA ∧
RmB) ∨ (¬RmA ∧ ¬RmB) ∧BAon
This would read, “Agent A observes and believes an-
nounceLight from agent B if they are in the same room
and Agent A already believes the light is on.”

• A observes and believes moveRoomA if true
This would read, “Agent A observes and believes when it
moves Rooms.”

• A observes and disbelieves announceHeads(C) if
BA(BBtails)
This would read, “Agent A observes and disbelieves the
announcement of Heads from Agent C if Agent A be-
lieves that Agent B believes the coin is showing Tails.”

Transition Functions for Observational Doxastic
Attitudes

The idea for the transition functions for Doxastic Attitudes
is very similar to how observations were originally handled
in mA+. However, there are more cases to check now. In-
stead of just ”Observe” we have three varieties, which we
can separate out as:

SD(a,M, s) = {X ∈ AG| [X observes and suspends
a if ϕ] ∈ D s.t. (M, s) |= ϕ}

BD(a,M, s) = {X ∈ AG| [X observes and believes
a if ϕ] ∈ D s.t. (M, s) |= ϕ}

DD(a,M, s) = {X ∈ AG| [X observes and disbelieves
a if ϕ] ∈ D s.t. (M, s) |= ϕ}

Intuitively, we can base our ideas off of how observation
worked originally except for one large crucial step. These
transitions need to add relations back into the Pointed Kripke
Structure. Previously, knowledge only grew in mA+. How-
ever, with the introduction of “suspending” or ”disbeliev-
ing” attitudes, we need to remove beliefs. This is done by
adding back in the proper relations in the RA function for
that agent. Put another way, adding in relations increases
the unknown to the Structure, while removing relations in-
creases the amount of known. With this caveat in mind, the
difference between each type of attitude is essentially which
relations are added and which are removed. A break down
for each type of action follows.

World Changing Action Transitions using Observable
Doxastic Attitudes We can start with the observe and be-
lieve attitude, which would work just like the previous ob-
serve from mA+ rules.
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Intuitively, given an action of a causes Φ if ψ, we know
that we will have a state change for the pointed Kripke struc-
ture from (M, s) to (M, s′) such that Φ ∈ s′.

The attitudes can change relations however. If we observe
and believe, then we can remove any relations that go to a
state where ¬Φ exists, and add in relations where Φ exists.
Likewise, observe and disbelieve would be the opposite. We
can add in any relations that go to a state were ¬Φ exists and
remove any relations going to a state where Φ holds.

This just leaves observe and suspend belief. For this, we
want neither Φ nor ¬Φ to hold. Therefore, we add in rela-
tions that go to both Φ and ¬Φ, removing no relations. This
ensures we cannot find either belief to hold.

Sensing Transitions using Observable Doxastic Attitudes
Sensing actions, a determines ϕ if ψ, would work very sim-
ilarly to the world changing transitions. Except that no state
changes at the beginning. Like the world changing transi-
tion, the observe and believe attitude is the same as the tra-
ditional observe from mA+. Here we remove any relations
that end in a state where ¬ϕ hold and we add in the relations
where they end in a state where ϕ holds. Then, observe and
disbelieve would behave in the opposite manner, we would
add in relations that end in a state where ¬ϕ holds and re-
move any relations that end in a state where ϕ holds. Finally,
just like in the world-changing action, observe and suspend
would add in relations for both ϕ and ¬ϕ and not remove
any relations.

Announcement Transitions using Observable Doxastic
Attitudes Announcement actions, a announces ϕ if ψ,
are practically identical to Sensing Actions. The difference
comes from generally how many agents are affected. Sens-
ing is usually internal, while Announcing is usually external.

Just like the two previous examples, the observe and be-
lieve attitude is the same as observe from mA+. We remove
any relations that end in a state where ¬ϕ holds and we add
in the relations where they end in a state where ϕ holds. Ob-
serve and disbelieve would function in the opposite manner,
adding in relations that end in a state where ¬ϕ holds and
removing any relations that end in a state where ϕ holds.
Lastly, observe and suspend would add in relations for both
ϕ and ¬ϕ and not remove any relations.

Static Causal Doxastic Attitudes

Static Causal Doxastic Attitude Syntax and Intent

We can have static causal doxastic attitude rules as follows:

X suspends belief on f if ϕ
X believes l if ϕ

X disbelieves l if ϕ

where X is an agent, f is a fluent, l is a literal, and ϕ is
an executability condition. Some examples would look like:

• A suspends belief on on if ¬RmA

• B believes on if ¬RmA

• A disbelieves on if ¬RmA

This represents the idea that Agent A will suspend all be-
liefs on the light being on or off while not in the room the

light is in. At first glance, this seems to work fairly well for
our representation. However, what happens when agent B
comes along and announces that the light is off? Currently,
due to the static law - Agent A cannot do anything with the
value of the light besides suspend belief. This seems a bit
overbearing as it seems there might be some mixture of atti-
tudes and announcements in which there is a case in which
Agent A would have an attitude to suspend belief, someone
announces something about that belief, and then Agent A
modifies their beliefs based on that announcement.

At this point, we then need to think about the ordering
or priority of attitudes. Let’s say that agent A has the atti-
tude,“If I hear an announcement from agent B, I will believe
it”. Now we can have a situation in which Agent A is not in
the room and also hears an announcement from B about the
light! Which attitude do we follow in this case?

Based on that example, it seems that the more action-
focused attitudes should take precedent over the de-
fault/global attitudes. So it should be expected that Agent A
would then have a belief about the light based on agent B’s
announcement - even though its still not in the room. How-
ever, this is not the case. Below we show how the transitions
for static causal doxastic attitudes work - based on similar
transition rules from Static Causal Laws in action language
B.

Transitions for Static Causal Doxastic Attitudes

Previously, static casual laws followed a transition function
similar to:

s′ = CnZ(E(A, s) ∪ (s ∩ s′))

where Cn is a closure function, Z is the set of all static laws
of D, and E(A, s) is the set of effects from dynamic actions
A that are possible in state s. This is taken from Action
Language B (Gelfond and Lifschitz 1998):

So, our version would be akin to:

ΦD(a, (M, s)) = {CnZ((M
′, s′))}

Where (M ′, s′) is defined by the process in Φa
D,Φs

D, and
Φw

D.
Instead of the one version though, we have three forms

of static laws - just like the observational doxastic attitudes
above. The process for this is quite similar to the above tran-
sitions.

For X suspends belief on f if ϕ, we want ¬BXf ∧
¬BX¬f to hold in (M, s) if ϕ is true. For this to happen,
we add in any missing relations that go to a state in which f
or ¬f hold.

For X believes l if ϕ, we want BX l to hold in (M, s) if
ϕ is true. For this to happen, we add in any missing rela-
tions that go to a state in which l holds and we remove any
relations that go to a state in which ¬l holds.

For X disbelieves l if ϕ, we want ¬BX l to hold in (M, s)
if ϕ is true. For this to happen, we add in any missing rela-
tions that go to a state in which ¬l and remove any relations
that go to a state in which l holds.

By adding these to CnZ , this has the added consequence
of having static attitudes be of a higher priority than dynamic
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attitudes. For instance, lets assume we have the following
two attitudes in our Domain:

A suspends belief on on if ¬RmA
A observes and believes announceLightB if (¬RmA ∧

¬RmB)

Here, if Agent A is not in the Room along w/ Agent B and
B announces announceLightB then no matter what B an-
nounced, A will continue to suspendbelief – due to Closure
happening after the generation of (M”, s”).

Example using Doxastic Attitudes

With these new attitudes, we can look at the example given
in the Introduction again. The interesting scenario in this ex-
ample is when Agent A is in the room without the light and
has a belief about the light when Agent B enters and an-
nounces the light value.

From this example, let’s identify any attitudes that might
stand out. If we were using a skeptical approach for these
agents, it would follow that if an agent A cannot sense the
light, and agent B announces the opposite of what it believes
- agent A wouldn’t necessarily believe agent B:

A observes and believes announceLightA if true
A observes and believes announceLightB if (RmA ∧

RmB) ∨ (¬ RmA ∧ ¬ RmB)
A observes and suspends announceLightB if (RmA

∧ RmB) ∨ (¬ RmA ∧ ¬ RmB) ∧ BA¬on
These say that agent A will always believe itself when it

announces the light. However if agent B announces the light
to A and agent A believes the light to be off, it will suspend
belief instead.

Transition Examples

Using these attitudes, we can see what happens when Agent
A is in Room1.

If Agent A beliefs the light to be on, then Agent A has no
relations that lead to a state where the light is off this is by
definition of (M, s) |= BAon. If Agent B then announces
¬on to Agent A, the observe and suspend attitude would
trigger for Agent A. This would add in relations for agent A
in which lead to states where the light is off, making agent A
then have the following belief about on: ¬BAon∧¬BA¬on.

If, at this point, agent B were to announce again ¬on, the
observe and believe attitude would trigger! Since agent A no
longer believes the opposite of what agent B announces, the
observe and believe attitude would trigger having agent A
remove any relations that end with a state that holds on. Thus
causing agent A’s belief about on to change to BA¬on.

So a series of actions that this example
could use to arrive here could be the following:
{checkLight(A), checkLight(B),moveRoom(A),
f lipLight(B), checkLight(B),moveRoom(B),
announceLight(B), announceLight(B)}.

Another Example

While the above shows some perspective for attitudes in a
multi-agent domain, a more complicated example is below.

Example Description

There are 4 agents, A, B, C, and D. Agents A and B read
the paper, while Agents C and D watch the news on
TV. Agent A believes what they see from the newspa-
per, Agent B disbelieves it. Likewise, Agent C believes
what they see on the TV and Agent D disbelieves it.
No agents will change their beliefs based on the same
source they can access, however if they hear someone
mention from a different source, they will suspend their
current belief. Additionally, if an agent doesn’t believe
or disbelieve a fact and hears a belief for it the 2nd time,
they will believe it. Given this setup, is it possible for
all 4 agents to belief the same fact?

This example is interesting for a few reasons. First, it uti-
lizes only the sensing and announcement type actions. Sec-
ond, it shows much more variety in attitude changes. Third,
each agent tells the other agents what they announce is the
same time. That is, all the tells are broadcasts. So every
agent’s beliefs will change differently based on which agent
did the announcement.

Example Domain

Here is a basic domain D setup of this example using mA+
and the new attitude rules.
AG = {A,B,C,D}
F = {factoid}
A = {tell(ϕ, source), readPaper, watchNews}

readPaper determines factoid
watchNews determines factoid
tell(ϕ, source) announces ϕ

A observes and believes readPaper
B observes and disbelieves readPaper
C observes and believes watchNews
D observes and disbelieves watchNews

{A,B} observe and suspend tell(ϕ, news) if ¬ϕ
{C,D} observe and suspend tell(ϕ, paper) if ¬ϕ

{A,B} observe and believe tell(ϕ, paper) if Biϕ
{C,D} observe and believe tell(ϕ, news) if Biϕ

{A,B} observe and disbelieve tell(ϕ, paper) if ¬Biϕ
{C,D} observe and disbelieve tell(ϕ, news) if ¬Biϕ

{A,B,C,D} observe and believe tell(ϕ, source) if
¬(Biϕ ∨ ¬Biϕ)
where, source = {A,B,C,D, paper, news} and i ∈
Agents for that rule. So if {A,B} is one rule, the i for that
would either be A or B respectively.

Goal, Initial Domain

With this setup, we can say that initially factoid is
true and our goal for reasoning is to determine if we
can reach a state in which (BAfactoid ∧ BBfactoid ∧
BCfactoid∧BDfactoid)∨(¬BAfactoid∧¬BBfactoid∧
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Initially A tells(F,paper) C tells(F,paper) D tells(F,C)
BA(F ) BA(F ) BA(F ) BA(F )
¬BB(F ) ¬BB(F ) ¬BB(F ) ∧BB(F ) BB(F )
BC(F ) BC(F ) BC(F ) BC(F )
¬BD(F ) ¬BD(F ) ∧BD(F ) BD(F ) BD(F )

Table 1: Belief Progression in Facts Example

¬BCfactoid∧¬BDfactoid). That is all 4 agents belief the
same thing, either factoid or ¬factoid.

Action Transitions in Example

Due to the announcements effecting all the different agents
every time, this example’s actions and agent beliefs can be
viewed in the given Table 1.

The basic follow through of this example is as follows,
Agent A tells everyone factoid based on the newspaper.
This causes agents B and C to keep their beliefs as is
because C already had that and B disbelieves what the
newspaper says. Agent D however changes its belief to
suspension due to hearing from a different source than the
TV and it being not what it currently believes.

The second tell from Agent C also is of factoid now
based on the TV . This causes Agent D to believe factoid
due to it having a suspended belief previously, and causes
agent B to start having a suspended belief. Agent A contin-
ues to believe factoid as that is what it already believed.

Finally, Agent D tells factoid based on its source of
agent C who was the agent to convince it of factoid. This
final tell makes Agent B also believe factoid based on it
previously suspending its belief.

Discussion & Conclusion

The use of attitudes to represent and reason about the chang-
ing beliefs of agents seems to be a viable and worthwhile
endeavor to pursue. It addresses the idea of conflicting and
false belief, and allows for agents to change behavior in the
middle of a reasoning scenario. This can have implications
to defining agent roles or representing such things as dishon-
est or lying actions. Additionally, it is not known to the au-
thors if any other research has pursued the concept of static
belief rules for multi-agent domains.

While the examples given are fairly rudimentary, it is the
intent of the authors to have these systems be utilized in fu-
ture research for more specific domains, though there are
none currently.

Some limitations do exist however. This action language
does not fix the complexity issues of mA+ when multi-
ple oblivious agents are continually encountered. Each time
an agent is oblivious, the world-space doubles. That still
holds in these transitions. Another issue to note, discussed in
the Static Causal Doxastic Attitudes section, is the order in
which dynamic and static attitudes are evaluated. Currently
dynamic is evaluated before static, so a static attitude can
overwrite a dynamic attitude (as seen in the Light Room ex-
ample). This may not be what some systems want, having

rather dynamic attitudes supersede any statically defined at-
titudes.

It is our intent to develop an implementation of these new
attitude transitions in the near future. This implementation
will be used to pursue epistemic reasoning in the context of
Dishonest Agents. It is the authors’ intent that these doxastic
attitudes can play a pivotal role in the reasoning of agents
when beliefs are not guaranteed to be true.
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